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Com m ittee hears student concerns at meeting
■ Most members of the President’s Advisory Committee on Resource
and Budget Allocations give little reaction to requests to re-evaluate
cuts.

By Shea Roberts

Staff Writer

While students and faculty
have had much to say about the
recent proposals to reorganize
and reduce certain academic
programs, the President’s Ad
visory Committee on Rt>source
and
Bu dget
A llo c a tio n s
(I’ACRBA) had little to add at
W e d n e s d a y ’ s m e e t in g
in
Chumash Auditorium.
More th an 100 stu d en ts
gathered to observe the meeting,
where final budget alkKation
recom m end ations were d is
cussed.
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Robert Koob began the
discussion by saying he ap
preciated the recent campaigns
by student and faculty groups
who had sent letters and sub-

mitted petitions. Koob said much
of the anxiety has been caused
by misinterpretation of informa
tio n . He em p h a siz ed , “No
program has been cut. And no
budget decisions have been
made. These are proposed budget
reductions.”
Jam es Conway, another mem
ber of PACBRA and Cal Poly
chapter president of the Califor
nia Faculty Association (CFA),
refuted Koob.
Conway said, “You keep
saying the decision hasn’t been
made. That’s true, but even
President Baker saying these
things causes a chilling reac
tion.”
Conway went on to quote the
Ju n e 5 Mustang Daily editorial
which discussed the shredding of
the notes and minutes from the
Academic Program Review TVisk

Force and Deans’ Council meet
in gs. The in form ation was
provided by task force member
John Culver. The editorial read,
“This action eliminated any offi
cial record of the pnxiess and
specific reasons behind the cur
rent budget-cut proposal.”
Conway said, “This committee
has never seen the d<xiuments.
I’m being asked to make a
decision on proposals I haven’t
even seen.”
Koob’s response was that only
the personal notes of the task
force members were disposed.
S tu d e n ts
and
fa c u lty
representing departments tar
geted by the proposals expressed
their concerns to the 13 commit
tee members.
Three recreation adm inistra
tion majors, Geoffrey Auslen,
See MEETING, page 12

Fate of ag
programs
in question
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Sandy Black, an agricultural business senior, encourages
students to voice their opinions on the budget cuts.

Quote of the Day:
"...What am I to say at
commencement at a school that
may (destroy my major?"
-G e o r g e R a m o s

•

1991 com m encem ent speaker, Pulitzer Prize
w inning Los Angles Times reporter and 1969
journalism grad in a letter to President Baker
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P resident’s Advisory Com m ittee m em ber James Conway said he
was “being asked to m ake a decision on proposals I haven’t seen.”

Rec. admin, majors
rally to keep program
■ Faculty, students speak out against process
of advisory com m ittee’s budget-cut proposals.

By Auron Nix

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Surrounded by confusion,
questions and anger, the fate of
some School of Agriculture
p ro g ra m s a fte r proposed
budget cuts is unclear to stu
dents, faculty and even to some
budget task force members.
Students from the School of
Agriculture held a discussion
Tuesday on the proposed reduc
tion and phasing out of the
sheep and swine units.
Some members of the presi
dent’s budget-reductions task
force who attended the meeting
seemed equally at a loss of in 
formation.
“My frustration is that,
number one, I do not have the
budget recommendations and
that, number two, I have no ra
tionale, and I am not about to
go to a committee to approve
something I know nothing
about,” Jim Conway, a member
of the President’s Advisory
Committee on Budgets and
Resource Allocation, told the
group gathered in Ag Patio by
the Agriculture building.
Conway and Jim Landreth,
chairman of the President’s Ad
v is o ry C o m m itte e , w ere
present at Tuesday’s studentSce AGRICULTURE, page 4

S t i l l r e e lin g from
th e
Academic Program Review Thsk
Force’s recommendation to ter
minate their department, recrea
tion administration students and
faculty are rallying support and
speaking out in a last-ditch a t
tempt to salvage their program.
“Our main objection is in the
way they went about this,” said
Candace Nakamura, a recreation
administration senior. “We were
given no chance to represent our
department during the prelimi
nary stages, and no effort was
made to explain the decision to

cut recreation adm inistration
after the fact.”
Nakamura said one of the
reasons her department might
have been deemed expendable
was the total lack of information
available to President Warren
B a k e r’s advisory com m ittee
while they weighed the decision.
Each department was to submit
a brief overview detailing their
various programs, not exceeding
eight pages in length, she said.
“We followed the rules given
to us and only handed in eight
pages,” said Geoff Auslen, a
recreation administration junior
and a member of the board of
See REC ADMIN, page 12

ASI considers bank loan
to help fund Rec Center

By Kelli Martin
Staff Writer

“Tb be or not to be” is the
question facing Cal Poly on con
struction of a new $14 million
recreation center.
The fate of the Recreation
Sports, Physical Education and
Events Center, in its current
form, hinges on the ASI Board of
Directors’ decision on whether to
enter into a letter of credit with a
lending institution for $1.3 mil-

Scheduled deportment meetings with
V.P. Robert Koob to discuss the
budget-cut proposal:
Rec. Administration - Today at 2 p.rn. in GA 106
Animal Sciences and Industry - Today at 3 p.m.
in Erhart A gl 11
Ornamental Horticulture - Today at 4 p.m
inAgScl211
Journalism - Friday at 11 a.m. in Sei E-26

lion. The Board was scheduled to
vote on the resolution Wednes
day night after presstime.
The project, as submitted, is
$2.1 million over the estimated
budget. Most of the cost overruns
have been identified by E L S Ar
chitects and Continental Heller
construction company to be
within the student portion of the
project, said Doug Gerard, execu
tive dean of F a cilities Ad
ministration.
See REC CENTER, page 10

Friday's weather:
Sunny after
morning clouds.
" ^ I

upper 60s - 70s
Lows: low 60s
s.w. wirxts 10-20 mph
2 ft. seas s.w. swells 8 ft.
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REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Budget cuts
hurt students

Classes before
new buildings

At the mention of Cal Poly,
wise men used to say, “Wow,
that was a good school.” Well,
the wise men are now moving
on to their graves, and Cal
Poly is on it way.
The Great Chain of Com
mand, from Governor George
Deukmejian to Governor Pete
Wilson, and right on down to
the president of our school,
seems to be making decisions
that are taking away from
Cal Poly many things that
once made this institution a
great place of higher learning.
I realize that even the
great ones can think only so
much, only so far ahead and
may occasionally need some
mental time off. So, I will give
them some grace. However, to
eliminate some of the rarest
and most valuable programs
on campus (such as co-op and
ag programs) and eliminate
major fields of study and even
whole sch(X)ls is poor manage
ment practice.
True, the CSU system (and
the whole world) is suffering
from budget problems, but
depriving the very people that
it has been designed to serve
is wrong.
Thum bs down to the
decision to vaporize education
at Poly. Thumbs down to the
supporting cast and “head
honcho.”
Students, save your $397
to go to another planet, state
or school and get real “learn
by doing” education.

I was very pleased to read
Peter Hartlaub’s article con
cerning Cal Poly’s budget
problems. I know that a new
building budget takes years
to accumulate and that the
money is set aside for con
struction, but I question why
we are spending $4 million on
a new engineering staff build
ing when there are both
layoffs and its in student lab
hours? W> \re we laying off
part tim
nstructors who
have experience in modern in 
dustry practice, while we pay
extra for tenured staff who,
from my experience, have
shared only arch aic and
limited knowledge of the sub
ject?
C ertainly, if we could
redirect these construction
funds we would have at least
a temporary solution to our
present budget problem —
perhaps long enough to sur
vive the present recession.
D ave C ox
ETEL

Rob K n u tso n
PE

Clarification
It was the Academic
Program Review T ask
Force’s decision to shred its
notes and minutes. The ad
ministration did not in
struct it to do so.
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Selected ingestion limits interest
By Shirley Meissner
Apathy.
Now that I have eliminated roughly 65 per
cent of my readers let me tell the remaining pre
cious few we suffer from “selected perception” or
what I call “selected ingestion.”
It is not that Cal Poly students (and the rest
of the planet) are lazy. TTiey are active. Yet, they
are generally only actively engrossed (some more
than others) in what they think is significant.
All new information or experiences that relate to
their interests is receipted. The other is waste.
That is a problem. That is my point.
Two relatively hot topics in the media today
piqued me into analytic pondering — poetry and
cultural diversity. In regard to poetry, two
sirTKij^taneous trends are true. Poetry publication
and criticism is flourishing, while general
readership is decreasing. You have heard it
before, “poets are writing for poets.” The general
public does not place a high value on poetry.
This situation is symptomatic of what is going
on at Cal Poly in the area of cultural diversity.
This quarter Poly was flooded by many cultural
events. The Cinco de Mayo Fiesta, Black History
Awareness Week and an ethnic diversity
speakers series were but a few. Thousands of
dollars were spent to get this campus educated
and aware.
Unfortunately, a majority of the students and
faculty who attended these events were ethnic
minorities. The information was heard by the
wrong audience. Purely on the basis of

demograpliics, diversity seems sufTiciently war
ranted. The U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990,
projected that in 2010 ethnic minorities will ac
count for 23 percent of the total population. In
California that percent is double.
The responsibility, I might add, of expanding
peoples experiences and awareness is not only
that of the individual but of the established
group or community.
Last month the “Atlantic Magazine” carried
the article, “The State of American Poetry.” The
article said, “Rietry is like subsidized farming
that grows food no one wants, a poetry industry
has been created to serve the interests of the
producers and not the consumers.”
Fi'ankly, I was comfortable and pleased at
most of the events I attended. Although, there
were times I did not feel integrated or a part of
the scheme. At one event in particular mostly
Spanish was spoken. It bothered me. I don’t
mean to anathematize the efforts made by an
energetic few, but I caution that students have
to feel a part of the event.
I suggest we all make a solid commitment to
reduce “selected ingestion.” Do one tangible
thing during the long summer break. I don’t
mean have a M argarita with a friend, either. Al
though, you could do that as well.

Shirley Meissner is a journalism senior. This
is her first quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.

SECOND OPINION

An answer to budget woes
By A.J. Schuermann
The recently proposed budget Poly, yet we all know that the reasonable amount of time. Im
c u ts h ave th r e a te n e d th e students have been em barrass agine how cheerful this campus
academic status quo at Cal Poly, ingly exploited and continually would be if 16,000 students each
and faculty and staff may soon ripped off by the university sys paid $162 for three units of
drop like campus trees while stu tem. On principle alone I believe senior project. The total revenue
dents pay inflated fees for that every student should get his from 16,000 senior projects
budget-cut education.
money’s worth, and so instead of would be $ 2.6 million, and that
Certain departments or entire working to lose 5.4 million dol amounts to almost h a lf of the
schools could be lost in the hasty lars, I modestly propose working budget cuts.
shuffle of academia, and because to make 5.4 million dollars. Let
the fashionable budget-axes are us beat this budget senseless.
Indeed, thousands of students
What we need is another bril could buy their general and
falling on so many parts of this
campus, I will not be surprised if liant task force to thoroughly specific education, and each stu
some task force builds another transform Cal Poly into a three- dent could then graduate in a
parking lot this summer and has year institution that specializes timely fashion. Clearly, the solu
a big barbecue with the Animal in the basics: English, math and tion to Cal Poly’s budget crisis is
ethnic studies. Next, this task to create a No Class Task Force
Science department.
Academic Affairs must cut 5.4 force should create an academic that discourages students from
million dollars from its budget, option that allows students to purchasing budget-cut education
and this truth is nearly as in pay an extra fee .to avoid taking and teaches them to begin
credible as the fact that no classes. At the rate of $54 per buying and spending their way
proposal so far has suggested an academic unit, students could through the real world.
alternative way to lose 5.4 mil buy their way through school
lion dollars. It is a difficult task and g et a diplom a a t a
A.J. Schuermann is Mustang
to selectively cannibalize Cal reasonable price and in a Daily’s business manager.
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South Africa abolishes Poll: Majority expects
major apartheid laws
Bush to be re-elected
NEW YORK (AP) — The vast majority of
American adults expect President Bush to
win re-election next year, but the issues on
their minds are the economy and other
domestic concerns that Democrats hope to
exploit.
An Associated Press poll, conducted May
29-June 2, found that few people regarded
foreign policy. Bush’s strongest suit, a
priority election issue. Even fewer cited civil
rights, despite the current battle royal be
tween Bush and congressional Democrats
over job-bias legislation.
The economy, education, health-care costs
and drug abuse headed the list.
The poll also showed that Bush is winning
points with the public, particularly women,
for his perceived compassion, and not ju st for
his wartime leadership.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) —
Parliam ent on Wednesday abolished major
apartheid laws that banned blacks from
owning land in most of South Africa and
segregated all neighborhoods by race since
1950.
“We rejoice with all those who feel the
yoke of oppression being lifted,” said Peter
Soal, a member of the antiapartheid
Democratic Party in the white chamber of
Parliament.
The new bill, the Abolition of Racially
Based Land Measures, ends the legal
segregation of neighborhoods and replaces
laws that reserved 87 percent of South
African territory for the white minority.

Troops guard Algerian
palace after uprising

Altered vaccine could
prevent many diseases

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — Soldiers back
ed by Soviet-made tanks surrounded the
presidential palace and major public build
ings to enforce the state of emergency
declared Wednesday after an uprising by
Muslim fundamentalists.
Authorities in this North African nation
reported at least seven people dead in the
unrest, which prompted President Chadli
Bendjedid to postpone Algeria’s first multi
party parliamentary elections, scheduled for
Ju n e 27.
In Washington, State Department deputy
spokesman Richard Boucher expressed
regret that Algeria’s democratic process has
been interrupted and that there had been
loss of life.
“We hope that all parties will show
restraint in the coming days,” he said.

NEW YORK (AP) — Researchers have
transformed tuberculosis vaccine into a oneshot, multidisease vaccine that triggered
defenses against AIDS and tetanus in mice,
according to studies being published
Thursday.
The achievement marks an important
step toward the development of a vaccine
that could protect humans against a grabbag of a dozen or more diseases, the resear
chers said.
The vaccine, once perfected, could be espe
cially useful in the Third World, where medi
cal care is scarce and vaccines are the most
cost-effective form of medical care, said one
of the studies’ authors, Barry R. Bkx)m.
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Unbelievable low prices on selected Cal Poly clothing,
general reading books, school supplies, gifts and morel
Save up to 75%! Shop early for the best selection
while supplies last!
Open Evenings Mon a L L - Thurs 'til 7:00 pm

E]Q>rialI^I^ Bookstoie

Boy stabbed in heart
revives after surgery
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — When 6-yearold Anthony Butler was rushed into the
hospital’s emergency room suffering from a
knife wound in his heart, he was as good as
dead.
He had “no vital signs, no blood pressure,
no pulse. He was clinically dead,” said Dr.
Marc Pollock, a heart surgeon at Children’s
Hospital who led the team of doctors in a
four-hour operation Saturday which brought
young Butler back to life.
The hospital said Butler was unconscious
and in critical condition on Wednesday.
“Kids have amazing resiliency. You never
know. (If) you get the hole closed and the
blood volume back up, many of them will
wake up,” said Pollock.

Fire engulfs mortuary
during 4-day funeral
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — A wake-like
funeral rite turned into tragedy when a mor
tuary burst into flames early Wednesday,
forcing more than 100 grieving Hmong to
flee and killing one mourner.
The 2:20 a.m. fire leveled a chapel used
for traditional Hmong funerals that-oflicials
said last up to four days and nights.
“They don’t have a formal service like you
and I do,” said Art Buchheim, who owned the
funeral chapel. “It’s like a big gathering.
They do traditional things — recite tradi
tional poetry, sing songs.”
Fire crews sifting through the rubble
recovered and removed the charred bodies of
the man killed in the fire and the woman for
whom the funeral was being conducted.
Their names were unavailable.
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Quality utensils
are needed for
quality cooking
By Bill Moughan
Special to the Daily
For cooking to be enjoy
able, you need a few basic
tools. A good knife is essen
tial. Working with a dull or
cheap knife turns cutting
vegetables and m eat into
work and spoils the fun.
Graduation is arriving for
some of you, and it may be an
opportunity to ask for a few
humble gifts. One good knife
is all you need. Many of the
knife sets that are offered
today are a collection of weak
blades without any weight to
them. Don’t be seduced by the
quantity of knives in a set. If
you don’t fish or buy whole
fresh fish, you don’t need a fil
let knife. How often do you
pare fruits? Do you need a
paring knife? Probably not.
With a chefs knife, you can
perform most of the tasks re
quired in cooking.
Along with a knife, you’re
going to need a sharjjening
rod. Get a g<x)d one. Many
Sec FOOD, page 4
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More For Your Housing $
• Fully furnished apartments
• Weight room with free weights and universals
• Free aerobic classes 5 days a week
• Heated pool
• Computer room with IBM compatibles
• Carports available
• Competitve pricing
$325/mo. or $163/mo.-shared

» iijilin u
555 Ramona Drive SLO, CA

(805)543-1450

Varsity Club, Drama Club,
Dean's List, Student Council,
Rapist

One out of 15 male college students reports committing rape or
aliempiing it. Most of the lime, the victim is another student. And the
rapist someone you would least suspect
The fact is, whenever a man forces a woman to have sex, it is rape. No
matter who he is, it is a criminal offense. And it .should be reported.
Because a collection of varsity letters and club offices won't hold off a
jail sentence.
After all, rape isn’t a privilege. It's a felony. Even for the biggest man
on campus.
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AGRICULTURE
phasing out of the sheep and
swine units w’ould result in -the
loss of practical application, a
loss of enterprise projects and a
lower number of recruits for the
School of Agriculture.
The F u tu re F a rm e rs of
America conference that is held
annually at Cal Poly would lose
important events during its state
finals, she said.
“And think about the negative
message this sends out to the in
dustry and high school seniors
who are choosing their college,”
Lathrop said.
The sheep and swine units are
Foundation-run, which means
that the money made from the
projects is put back into expenses
of the units, said animal science
senior Dan Dutra.
Dutra said Cal Poly’s sheep
unit is one of the only profit
making sheep units in the na
tion.
In 1990, the sheep unit had a

From page 1
run discussion.
Sandy Black, an agricultural
business senior, encouraged stu
dents to voice their opinions and
talk to people in the agricultural
industry about what is happen
ing at Cal Poly.
Black said more than 900 sig
natures have been collected on a
petition to save the sheep and
swine units.
Mary Tina, an animal science
junior, was concerned that the
budget cuts would affect the op
portunity Cal Poly students have
to “learn by doing.”
“We need to consider that
what m akes the School of
Agriculture unique is the practi
cal application. And with the
cuts proposed, the opportunity
for practical application wall be
eliminated to some extent,” she
said.
Others, like animal science
junior Kelly Lathrop, say the

Mustang Daily

Ad Rep of the Week
Sponsored by:

Against her will is against the law.

Sponsored by the Center For Women and Ethnic Issues in support of
the coalition for a campus rape crisis center. Petitions are now being
circulated. Please show your support.

net profit of $7,600, he said.
About $100,000 has been put
into the swine unit in the last six
years to “expand capacity and in
crease efficiency,” Dutra said.
“Most of us are not opposed to
some form of budget cut,” Dutra
said. “B u t we are opposed to the
sheep and swine units being
seriou sly reduced. Reducing
these Foundation-run units will
not save money.”
Landreth said they have
received more than 300 cor
respondences concerning the
issue of budget cuts, and he is
recommending an open forum for
public discussion.
“Looking over the correspon
dents, the theme seems to be: My
program should not have any
kind of budget reductions,”
Landreth said. “On the other
hand, we have yet to hear any
meaningful recommendations on
how over $9 million in budget
reductions will take place.”
Ja ck Algeo, animal science
departm ent head, said that
many of these problems might
not have occurred if there had
been more communication with
the individual departments.
“I believe everyone under
stands this is a severe time in
the state, and we know we have
to take some real cuts. But we
would have liked to have had
some input on where these cuts
would be, rath er than a commit
tee that had no concept of what
we do,” Algeo said.

FOOD
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SAVE ZO%

FINALS WEEK

AND M OREI

JUNE 1 0 -1 4

In celebration of commencement, El Corral Bookstore will deduct 20% from the price of selected merchandi.se during the
Annual Graduation Sale.
Di.scounted 20% for the sale will be Gifts, Books, School Supplies, Stationery, Art, Craft and Technical Supplies, Film and
Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap, Greeting Cards, Cal Poly Clothing, Jewelry, Food and many more items from our regular
stock. Also .save an additional 20% from the already discounted price of books in the General Book Department.
Computers and computer supplies, electronics, class rings, class schedules, university catalogs, magazines, textbooks and
special orders are not included due to their already low prices.

From page 3
rods are grooved cheap steel.
These types of sharpening rods
dull after continued use and be
come hard to work with. A knife
is worthless without a means to
sharpen it.
Another required kitchen tool
is a large bowl. Having a good
mixing bowl will make your life
easier. I like plastic bowls be
cause they are light, easy-towash and don’t break. Glass
bowls are heavy and prone to
break. Stainless steel bowls are
great if you want to spend the
money.
Seasoning is cooking, and a
pepper mill is essential. Fresh
ground pepper is truly a beauti
ful thing. TTie feel of the mill, the
sound as it turns and the smell
of the pepper. Fresh pepper
brings food alive. When a guest
grinds pepper over his food he
has a vested interest in the
flavor.
And finally the table. The
table is an extremely important
part of enjoying food. It is the
center piece of the meal, and it
can add or detract from the ex
perience. I’ve built tables for
houses that needed a noncom
mercial shape. Standard tables
don’t work in all spaces. I prefer
narrow tables because they bring
me close to the people I’m eating
with. It facilitates conversation
and slows down the tempo of the
meal. A good meal should last
three hours.
One last food anecdote.
I was enjoying a walk down
the street when I saw a young
boy fix in g . a flat tire on his
sister’s bike. It was the rear tire,
and he was having some trouble
with it. I stopped and helped him
take out the tube and patch it.
While we were waiting for the
patch to dry his sister went to
get us something to drink. We
put the tube back in the tire and
inflated it. The patch held, and
we put the tire back on his bike.
His sister came back carrying a
tray with three drinks. Exotic
drinks, with ice cream and
straws. She told me the recipe:
“Pour Orange Crush soda in a
big glass and put vanilla ice
cream on top.” Delicious.
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Film lures
soap fans
from sofas
By Kelly Gregor

Staff Writer

If you’ve ever followed a soap opera, or even sat
all the way through one, then here’s a movie for
you.
It’s called “Soapdish,” and the plot goes some
thing like this: America’s favorite soap star. Celeste
TVilbert, finds her life upset when her niece, Lori,
lands the part of a homeless deaf-mute on the
show, against Celeste’s better judgment. Celeste is
further unnerved when her old flame, Jeffrey, is
brought back to the scene (previously on the show,
Jeffrey’s part was axed when his character was
decapitated, but a precedent-setting operation took
care of that). In the meantime, a conniving co-star,
Montana Moorehead, is in cahoots with the show’s
producer to end Celeste’s reign as queen of daytime
TV.
Are you getting all of this?
If not, don’t bother trying to follow this one. The
humor of this movie lies in its subplots and sub-sub
plots which complicate the story and throw it off on
bizarre tangents. It’s a parody on soap operas,
which are parodies on life, and that may be a
parody-t<x)-many for you.
But if you’ve already dedicated a few hours to
“All my Children” or “Days of our Lives,” then you’ll
Sec SOAPDISH, page 8

Sally Field and Kevin Kline portray the co-stars of “The Sun Also Sets,” the soap opera spoofed in the film “Soapdish.'

R hythm A kim bo nears m ake-or-break tim es
By Jamie Kerhiikar
Staff Writer

It’s difficult to describe a band when
even its band members cannot pinpoint
their music style. Rhythm Akimbo, a
popular local band that began in San Luis
Obispo in 1987, claims its music ranges
from classical to jazz to classic rock ’n’ roll.
“The best description of our music that I
have heard is that we are a mixture be
tween Devo and Chicago,” said one of the
band’s co-founders, civil engineering senior

K.C. Bowman.
If one has not seen the six-man, twowoman band, it would seem they may be
void of some San Luis Obispo culture.
Their energetic performance on stage and
the diversity of their music provides an in
teresting night of musical theatrics.
The band was started by Bowman and
construction management senior Alec L it
tle during their freshman year at Cal Poly.
Both had gone «
to Davis High School
and previous
ly had been together in
two bands.
^
Rhythm Akimbo began

ns a ska/reggae band using a typical
lineup but also included a horn section.
Through the years, the band has seen
members come and go. As graduation
nears for the founding members, its future
looks shaky.
“Our drummer ju st got married, and
many of us will be graduating in Decem
ber,” Bowman said. “However, we would
all like to see the band continue.”
The band is working on a CD that will
be released near the end of summer in
hopes they will attract the attention of a

recording company. The CD, entitled
“Temple Beth Skytu rn,” includes 19
original songs never released before. With
the help of Cal Poly assistant music profes
sor Greg Barata, they are producing and
financing it themselves at a set and sound
studio in Atascadero. “This is our third
release, but a much more cohesive project
than previous ones,” Little said. “Every
thing has its place, and it has a really
good, tight sound.”
So far Rhythm Akimbo has spent 150
Sec AKIMBO, page 8
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Mr. Fiddler deserves CONCERTS
to get some ‘respect’

<0

By Neal Synepheran
Special to the Daily

«í

M r. F id d le r: W ith R e sp e c t
There is something wrong
with the music business today.
When an album as good as
Mr. Fiddler’s “With Respect” gets
overlooked you ju st have to think
something isn’t right in the
world. Maybe it’s punishment for
all our sins. I personally ju st
think that somewhere along the
line somebody blew it. Hopefully,
I can help fix that a little bit.
You won’t hear it on the radio.
For some reason Top 40 passed
on it, and it isn’t really “alterna
tive” fodder.
“With Respect” is a tasty mix
of New Ja ck , Jazz and P-Funkiness. Most of the cuts would go
n icely w ith Bobby Brow n,
Another Bad Creation or Bell Biv

Devoe.
Wait a minute, I hear some
people turning up their noses.
Well don’t. This album is also
strongly influenced by jazz as
well as George Clinton (I don’t
care if he is pushing Mini-Muf
fins and hanging out with G erar
do, I still love the big lug). It’s
not difficult to see why these in 
fluences are present when you
consider Mr. ^ d d ler is Mr. Amp
Fiddler, a lover of anything
1940s and an ex-member of PFunk. He also gets help from
other old P-Funkateers Bootsy
Collins, Eddie Hazel, Blackbird
McKnight and Clinton himself,
as well as others, on With
Respect.
Don’t expect it to be P-Funk,
because it isn’t. Some of the
songs have that feel (like “HenSee FIDDLER, page 8

KCPR, UC stations protest censorship
By Shirley Meissner

Staff W riter

Last week Cal Poly’s radio
station KCPR. along v.ith eight
UC radio stations, protested cen
sorship in a University of
California Radio Network "D.i>
of Decencv.'
K C PR ' s G eneral V..a'-.^geYvonne Moore explained that
“Day of Decency’' was an. on-theair protest of a recent Federal
C om m unication Com m ission
proposal to create a 24-hour ban
on “offensive” material.
Currently there is a “safe har
bor hour” between the hours of
10 p.m. and 6 a.m. in which any
thing can be played.
“KCPR is a tame station,” said
Moore, a psychology and human
development junior. “W'e don’t
get wild after midnight.”
She explained that KCPR’s
more “conservative” tone is a
reflection of the community.

“It’s a double-edged sword, I
hate that," Moore said, referring
to KCPR's protest of censorship
while simultaneously curbing of■^er.sive pri'igTitmming.
From r a m. to 11 p.m., KCPR
.v.red m.usic and inter\iews that
\*ere pro\ided by other member
si..vriOr.s.
The station featured interby Lenny Kra\-itz and
Mar> Marello, founder of Parents
for Rock and Rap, and songs by
Ice T. and The Swamp Zombies.
.M(X)re said the protest went
well in the area of production.
.Mthough, she said, “there was
almost no response.”
KCPR joined UC Radio Net
work last February, but since the
station is not from a UC school,
it does not get voting privileges.
Moore explained that it is an
honor to be in the network
despite not having received any
direct benefits other than the ex
change of information, as was

used in the “Day of Decency.”
Cal Poly is the only state
school in the network that func
tions as an information and
resource-exchange system.
UC Radio Network "Vice Presi
dent Kevin Larsen, a UC Irvine
student, said a station must take
the initiative to be in the net
work since “not much time is
spent in recruiting.”
Larsen commended KCPR’s
dedication to radio and its fund
raising campaigns. “They do a
super job,” Larsen said.
Each year three different
universities host a conference.
Next winter KCPR will be the
first state university to sponsor a
conference.
Recently the emphasis has
been on the “professional side of
the music industry,” Moore said.
Unfortunately, most of the
students at KCPR are not plan
ning on careers in radio, she
said.

SANDS LIQUOR & DELI
Congratulations
to this year's grads.
Denise Watte
Jodi Keith
Jon Botch
Coby Naess
Melissa Flory
Kenny Macleod
Christen Boldt
Jill Robb
Gina Tompkins
Roberto Berentsen
Lori Rivera
Doug Rocha
Bob Enders
Bill Hales
Kristen Slosek
Gary Howard
Mark Armstrong
Crissy Connich
Nicole Bell
Caroline Vosloh
Schannon Mohamed
Brad Van Lobe" els
Amy Adair
Scott Kelly
Chris Soderguist
James Gama
JiU Zak
Julie Thompson
Darci Randall-Freeland
Hardy Vestal

Many thanks to
these clubs for their
continued support

SANDS
l i ( [ i i o r G S ì d e l i

Ski Qub
Sigma Chi
Ag. B” «:. Mgt. Q ub
Gamma Phi Beta
Rodeo Q ub
SAM
Pi Kappa Alpha
Beta Theta Pi
AMA
ÑAMA
Construction Mgt.
Wildflower Triathlon
Football
Baseball
Girl's Softball
Girl’s Basketball
Men’s Cross Country
Soccer
Volleyball

Instead, the highlight of the
conference will be alx)ut what
KCPR does best, like fund-rais
ing and training, Moore said.
Leah Rodgers, KCPR program
director for live music, said that
the training period for deejays
takes about two quarters. A stu
dent must apply, interview and
take a class.
“You have to be really dedi
cated to be a part of KCPR,” said
Rodgers, a sociology senior.
“Many of the other campus radio
stations that I have been to are
not.”
UC Radio Network began in
the 1960s when the Regents of
the University of California
licensed six FM stations: UC
Berkeley, UC Davis, UC Santa
Cruz, UC Santa Barbara, UC Ir
vine and UC Riverside.
The combined potential listen
ing audience of the stations is
4 million people, according to a
UC Radio Net work report.

Ticketron
— Bay Area, (415) 392-7469
Bass/Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los Angeles, (213) 480-3232
— San ta Maria, (805) 583-8700

ventura area
□ S te v e M orse B a n d , 6/ 8 ,
Ventura Concert Theatre
□ E m m y lo u H a r r is , 8/16,
Ventura Concert Theatre

hay area
□ Jim m y B u ffe tt, 6/15,
S h o r e lin e ; 6/16, C oncord
Pavilion
□ Simple Minds, 6/15, Warfield
□ Lollapalooza Festival with
Ja n e ’s Addiction, Siouxsie &
The Banshees, Living Colour,
Nine Inch Nails, Ice-T, Butthole Surfers and Henry Rol
lins Band, 7/26, Shoreline
□ Indigo Girls, 6/28, Greek
Theatre
□ Alabama, 7/13, Shoreline;
7/14, Concord Pavilion
□ Divinyls, 7/16, Warfield
□ Robert Palmer, 7/27, Circle
S ta r Theater
□ Lynyrd Skynyrd, 9/14,
Shoreline
□ R a n d y T r a v i s , &/21,
Shoreline
□ Paul Simon, 9/29, Shoreline
□ Sting, 10/5, Shoreline

los angeles area
□ Doobie Brothers, 6/15,16,
Universal Am pi theatre
□ Jimmy Buffett, 6/22, Hol
lywood Bowl
□ The Judds, Garth Brooks,
6/23, Pacific Ampitheatre
□ Cheap Trick, 6/23, Univer
sal Ampitheatre
□ Indigo Girls, 6/29, Greek
Theatre
□ Gloria Estefan, 6/26, Great
Western Forum; 6/29, Pacific
Ampitheatre
□ A l a b a m a , 7/18, Irv in e
Meadows
□ Joe Jackson, 8/6, Universal
Ampitheatre
□ Y es, 8/6, P a c ific Am 
phitheater
□ Sting, 10/2, Hollywood Bowl

Congratulations
Graduates

Celebrate with friends and family

1930 A Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
805-549-8101

at The Inn At Morro Bay Ballroom.
Sumptuous Buffet Dinner $18.50
per person.

Thanks to all our customers, we had a CTeat 90-91 school year! Have
.a great summer and we'll see you in ^ptem ber. We'll miss all you
graduates...good luck with your new careers!
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Reservations recommendexj. Please call 772-5651

199.

thursday, june 6

hling Bookshop from 8 to 10 p.m.

O Susan Foster will play
original folk with a positive mes
sage at Earthling Bookshop from
8 to 10 p.m.

Saturday, june 8

frid ay, june 7
O Danza Floricanto, a profes
sional M exican folk dance
troupe, will perform dances
reflecting Mexico’s cultural tradi
tions at the Cal Poly Theatre.
Tickets for the Ju ne 7 perfor
mance are $12 and $10 for the
general public, and $10 and $8
for students and senior citizens.
Students receive an additional
$3 discount on tickets purchased
15 minutes prior to curtain.
Reservations may be made by
calling the Cal Poly Theatre Of
fice at 756-1421.
O Bob Zany’s Comedy Outlet
is featuring Brian Copeland with
T erry M ulroy and C h arlie
Marko. The show is held at Em 
bassy Suites Hotel in San Luis
Obispo.
tt The Central Coast Conga
Society -will play at the E art

it

A “Rh^hm ic Twilight Con
cert” of jazz will be held at the
Martin Brothers Winery in Paso
Robles to benefit the Mozart Fes
tival. The event begins at 4:30
p.m. Tickets are $14.50 for
adults and $4 for children. For
more information call 543-4580.
O The band Jordan will perform
in concert at the Los Osos Valley
Assembly of God Church. Jordan
is a three-piece Christian rock ’n’
roll band from Long Beach. The
concert will begin at 7 p.m.
tt Bob Zany’s Comedy Outlet
is featuring Brian Copeland with
T erry M ulroy and C h a rlie
Marko. The show is held at Em
bassy Suites Hotel in San Luis
Obispo.
O Rob Kimball will play
bluegrass and folk at the E a rt
hling Bookshop from 8 to 10 p.m.

ongoing

I t The musical “I Do! I Do!” will

open Ju n e 7 at the SLO Little
Tlieatre. Tickets cost $9. For
more information, call 543-3737.

<t The

recent works of Brian
Reynolds are showing at Linn aea’s Cafe throughout the
month of Ju n e.
O P ain tin gs by Josephine
Crawford are on exhibit until
Ju n e 8 in the University Union
Galerie. The show of 50 acrylic
on canvas paintings is called
“Greeks.” For the G alerie’s
hours call 756-1182.
tr The Great A m er ic an
Melodrama and Vaudeville is
now presenting “The Adventures
of Sawmill Sal,” and “The Three
Little Pigs.” Elouble the laughs
and double your fun with these
two one-act comedies. In the first
show, the beautiful Sally Sun
shine and her handsome beau
b a ttle
t h e e v il
S n a k e ly
Ropeburn. In the second show,
the three little pigs come to life
in a comic operetta. Both shows
are followed by a Vaudeville
Revue. For tickets and informa
tion, call 489-2499.
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Top L.A. dance troupe
to perform at Cal Poly
By Male! Jessee

Staff Writer

Colorful costumes complete
with feathers, and warrior
shields will adorn the Cal Poly
Theatre stage this Friday.
Danza Floricanto, a profes
sional Mexican folk dance
troupe, will perform dances
reflecting Mexico’s cultural
traditions. The 40-member
dance company, founded 14
years ago in Los Angeles, was
brought to life by Gema San
doval to teach the Chicano
community more about its
heritage.
“The company will perform
five numbers from different
Mexican states,” said Peter
Wilt, manager of the Cal Poly
Theatre. Singers and an in
strumental ensemble are also
part of the program.
The troupe is one of the
most successful Mexican folk

‘WOODSTCEK’S

dance companies in the Los
Angeles area. It has toured
nine West and Midwestern
states.
The group is currently per
forming at schools in Santa
B a r b a r a C ounty through
Children’s Creative Project,
the program that is co-sponsoring the company’s perfor
mance at Cal Poly.
“The group’s colorful and
excellent dancing will make a
nice closing event for the
theater’s 1991 season,” Wilt
said.

Tickets for the June 7 per
formance are $12 and $10 for
the general public, and $10
and $8 for students and senior
citizens. Students receive an
additional $3 discount on tick
ets purchased 15 minutes prior
to curtain. Reservations may
he made by calling the Cal
P oly T h e a tre Office at
756-1421.

Going Out of Business!
ENDS THIS SUNDAY

Nothing Over
$

9

9

9

^ P a c ific P rid e^

ALERT!
It's nearly finals week. You
just barely made it through
your last group of midterms
and you don't know how you're
going to survive yet another
week of intense studying. The
weather is great and you can't
enjoy it, and its very likely that
your brain is soon going to
begin leaking very slowly out
of your ears. Get down to

Downtown store only

It*s Midnight...
Do You Know
Where Your
Project
Is?
JS h

Woodstock's and destroy
your finals week blues at
ground zero! Bomb your
frustrations with great food
and a great deal that will only
be this great Sunday through
Friday of fi nals week! Or, suffer
pain and insanity needlessly!

CLUB!

This may be your last

5 oz. Chicken Club Sandwich

JOIN THE
topped w/ 2 strip« of bacon

w a rn in n I

I t mozzarella cheese

Side of Salad

a ill N o w !

with choice of dressing

5 4 4 - 4 4 .2 0

o n e topping

And a Bottomless Soft Drink

^ /^ - ^ /i4

”“ '$

o n ly !

fo r orrlv

A dditional item s extra eacH pizza

I

(With Coupon)

9 9

^

4.99
M-F(11AM-9PM)

J

2 LOCATIONS
1170. Branch Arroyo Grande, CA
787 Foothill
SLO, CA
Not valid with any other coupon or discounts
No lake-outs. O ffer expires 8/31/91

Sizzler

[ buffet cxxjrt & grill) ®

o s o s STREET SIJBS;
SA N D W IC H E S

m

AND

8
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pecked,” mostly due to har
monized animal noises, a la
“Atomic Dog” and “Blackout,” be
cause of a melody line lifted from
the parliam ent song “F lash 
light”), but I’d say as a whole it is
closer to the New Ja ck Swing of
things.

g ] O]

Easy Steps
to Survive
Finals.

This thing is great dance
music. I think the only thing that
could be within earshot of this
record and not move is one of
those frozen woolly mammoths
they find up in Siberia. The
whole feel is smooth and slick.

from the cool Barry White-like
vocals (not as deep — ju st
reeeaaal smooth) of “Cool About
It” to the kazoos on “Me and My
Girlfriend.”
My one complaint is the use of
drum machines. I personally
don’t think they need them, but
it’s standard practice now. I
guess I’m ju st old fashioned. A
couple more high points however
are Fiddler’s fine soul vocals that
cut through the songs and the in 
stances when th e ^ vocals are
used for a scat-soul hybrid effect.
The examples of this on “Pay

P a rty ” and “B la c k o u t” are
enough to make you want to go
take voice classes.
It’s ju st a shame this album is
getting ignored. It is definitely
worthy of airplay and club play. I
ju st happened to stumble upon it
by m istake. Now I want to let
everybody know about it.
If I could come to your house
and play it for you, I would. If
you like Bobby Brown or any of
those others I mentioned, I think
you’ll like this. But, at the same
time, it’s more than ju st Tbp 40
schlock. It’s got a twist to it.

SOAPDISH

J u s t a re m in d e r th a t Osos St.
Subs will d e liv er an y of o u r subs
to y o u r fro n t d oo r 'til 9:30
nightly.
Good L u ck on F in a ls!
1060 Osos St., San Luis Obispo

*

From page 5
be able to appreciate this movie.
Sally Field stars as Celeste,
the award-winning heroine of
“The Sun Also Sets.” It may seem
hard to imagine Gidget as Erica
Kane, but Field pulls it off.
C ele ste en joys enorm ous
popularity but is plagued by per
sonal crises, like when her
boyfriend leaves her for his wife.
Kevin Kline (“A Fish Called
Wanda”) is hilarious as Jeffrey,
an actor whose career has gone
down hill since he left “The Sun
Also Sets” after Celeste dumped
him.

«

/

The show’s producer, David,

played by Robert Downey, Jr .
(“Air America,” “Chances Are”),
decides to bring back Jeffrey’s
character, much to the chagrin of
Celeste and the show’s writer.
Rose (Whoopi Goldberg).
Celeste becomes so worried
about the relationship between
Jeftrey and her niece, played by
Elisabeth Shue (“Cocktail,” “Ad
ventures in Babysitting”) who
has ju st joined the soap, that she
barely notices the other cast
members plotting her demise.
The movie is sprinkled with
cameo appearances by real soap
opera stars and inside jokes for
real soap opera junkies. Th.

are even a couple of scenes with
Leeza Gibbons — a special treat
for “E n te rta in m e n t Tonight”
fans.
The problem with this movie
is that it’s not that much more
outlandish than the soap operas
it is spKX)fing.
In fact, sometimes you can get
more laughs from an episode of
“Santa B arb ara.” But it does a
decent job of making fun of
daytime drama, and there are
enough comical twists to hold
your attention until the climactic
conclusion.

“When everyone gets together
and gives input to a song that
one person wrrote, we can create
a product that is much better
than that person could have
developed on their own.”
It would seem with that many
people participating in a creative
process, conflict would arise. B u t
.lowman claims th at the band
works well together. “The song
wrriter is in charge of the song,
but it is not dictatorial a t all,” he
said. “Each person adds their
own unique element to it. There
is a definite madness to our
method.”
Rhythm Akimbo attributes its
success on the local bar circuit to
the band’s popularity wdth the
college crowd because of the
band’s association with the
school. “We also approach things

differently than most other col
lege bands,” said Little. “We do
all original songs and have a uni
que writing style,”
The inspiration for the bcind’s
songs comes from the band mem
bers’ individual and shared ex
periences. One third of the songs
on Rhythm Akimbo’s new CD
were inspired by a trip to London
last year by five of its members.
“We went over there on London
Study for the Cal Poly choir and
ended up playing in Picadilly
Circus in the streets of London,”
Little s£ud.
The band members said that
its lyrics Eire written because
they like how the words sound
together, not because they con
tain certEun messages. “The writ
ing comes from a more musical
standpoint than a lyrical one,”
said BowTTian.
However, inherent in the
music of each song is its author’s
attitudes sdoout the world. “The
audience can apply their own
meaning to each of our songs,”
Little said.
“Basically we are good fnends
that stick together, and our unity
translates to the stage and
makes for a good performance,”
Rhythm Akimbo’s last perfor
mance of the school year will be
Ju n e 15, at SLO Brewing Co. Its
new CD will be avsiilable for
pre-sale at the show.

Soapdish is playing at the
Fremont Theatre.

AKIMBO

SANTA MARIA

PISMO BEACH

SANTA BARBARA FAIRGROUNDS

FIVE CITIES DRIVE AT HW Y101

P riJ u n e H
Sat. June 15 12:30
Sun. June 16 11:30

3:30
2:30

7:30
7:30
5:30

Mon. June 17
Wed. June 19
Thu.June 20

4:30
4:30
2:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
5:30

TICKETS ON SALE ATGottschalks Children’s Department in Santa Maria, the Central Coast
Plaza Mall (next to Gottschalks) in San Luis Obispo, Ticketmaster (805)
583-8700 (service charges will apply), and at the Circus.
Adults; $8.50 - $9.50 - $12.50 - $14.50
Kids: $4.00 - $5.00 - $8.50 - $10.50 ($4 oft with child’s discount
coupon).
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From page 5
hours recording in the studio,
and they have yet to begin the
mix-dowm which they estimate
will take another 30 hours. They
plan to m arket the CD by selling
it in Northern and Southern
California and by sending it to
other college radio stations to get
some air time.
“We will probably give the
band another year at Cal Poly,
and if we don’t get picked up, I
am afraid we will part our ways,”
Little said. “However, having
tasted the success in SLO, it
makes you want to keep going.”
Both members agree that the
band’s strength lies in the diver
sity of its musicians. “The col
laboration of all the members in
the band brings out wonderful
things in our music,” said Little.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: (805) 543-9186
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Additional
Children’s
Information Call;
(805) 543-9186

rTHE CAL POLY SKI
!

club'

WANTS YOU!!
If you are interested in photography, video
and marketing (and love to ski!), please contact
Meredith at 545-8562 or Roger at 542-0926
for more info. Interviews will be held next week
for 1991-92 marketing chair position. CALL NOW

Mustang Daily
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Animal rights groups
address allegation of
abuse in Poultry Unit
■ Organizations want to meet with officials to
discuss research done on Cal Poly chickens.

By David Bock
Senior Staff Writer
Several local and national
animal rights organizations are
requesting a meeting with School
of Agriculture officials to discuss
allegations of animal abuse at
the Poultry Unit.
A date for the meeting has not
yet been set but will probably be
held sometime this summer.
School of Ag officials declined to
comment on the allegations.
The request for the meeting
was prompted by a former
poultry unit employee who wrote
a letter in April expressing con
cerns about an experiment in
which red lenses were inserted
into the eyes of approximately
1,000 hens.
In the letter, the student al
leges th at the results of the ex
periment have been “disastrous
and sickening.”
The letter contends that the
lenses are too large for the hens
and that in some cases they work
their way down inside the hen’s
V
face, creating pain, infections
f
and blindness. The letter also al
ti
leges
that the hens are kept in
î'-'
overcrowded and unsanitary con
i’’
ditions.
i;
í.
Robert Spiller, an animal
science professor in charge of the
Poultry Unit, said the purpose of
the experiment is to see how ef
fective the lenses are in reducing
cannibalism among the hens and
■f in lowering their feed intake. He
said the exp>eriment has been
completed and that he is pleased
with the results.
Hens at the Poultry Unit are
still wearing the permanent len
ses, however.
The experim ent began in
August as a senior project of Bill
I M u rrieta, a poultry science
senior, Spiller said. He said the
Pacific Egg and Poultry Associa
tion, an agricultural trade as
sociation located in Modesto,
made a contribution of $2,000 to
help fund the experiment. Spiller
said the money was donated to a
poultry science discretionary
Û fund and that it was not a grant.
PEPA Research Coordinator

I

I

Marie Eichman said the money
was a grant and that it was
solicited by the poultry unit.
The manufacturer of the len
ses, Boston-based Animal Lens
Inc., helped provide and install
the lenses in exchange for the ob
jective data about their effective
ness, Spiller said.
Murrieta has not yet released
his senior project. He declined to
comment on the experiment.
Spiller said Associate Dean of
Agriculture Larry Rathbun in
structed Spiller not to comment
on the allegations or discuss the
research at length until after the
meeting with the animal rights
groups is held. The data collected
during the experiment will be
released after the meeting.
Rathbun also declined to com
ment.
Poultry science freshm an
Steve Mattos, an employee at the
unit since December, said he
questions the validity of the ex
periment.
“So far, it’s probably been a
big failure,” he said. “It hasn’t
gone very well. It causes a lot of
infections in the (hens’) eyes.”
Mattos said the infections
usually occurred early on in the
experiment and got progressively
worse with time. He said at
tempts to relieve the infections
were only made early in the ex
periment, after which the hens
have largely gone untreated.
He said he was not sure how
many hens have infections but
that the infections are prevent
ing the len ses from being
profitable.
“It’s kind of a bad thing to
say, but it’s ju st not profitable to
spend time treating the infec
tions,” M attos said. “W hat’s
taught in class is the less time
you handle these birds, the more
money you’ll make. That’s the
problem with the lenses — you
actually have to take the time to
handle the birds.”
The organizations that have
expressed in te re st in being
represented at the meeting are
Action for Animal Rights in
Atascadero, Animal Protection
Institute in Sacramento, Associa

OAVIO BOCKAyhmIang IM Iy

Red contact lenses w ere inserted into hens’ eyes during an experim ent which a form er em ployee says
causes blindness, pain and infections. The lenses are intended to reduce cannibalism and feed intake.

Cuesta Caverns was
only a F A N T A S Y . . . .

tion of Veterinarians for Animal
Rights, Humane Society and
United Poultry Concerns. AFAR
and API are jointly coordinating
the meeting with School of Ag of
ficials.
Aside from the animal rights
organizations, the allegations
also may be investigated by the
Cal Poly Animal Welfare Com
mittee.
The purpose of that commit
tee is to ensure that Cal Poly
complies with federal require
ments which dictate the way
laboratory animals can be used
in research. The committee is
composed of six members ap
pointed by President Baker and
Bob Lucas, associate vice presi
dent of graduate studies and
research. Any campus entity
wishing to conduct research on
animals is supposed to submit a
proposal to the committee for ap
proval, Lucas said.
He said that the committee
See POULTRY, page 10
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CENTERS

IS THE D R E A M COME TRUE!!
Miniature Golf ¿\ Camelot Speedway
Batting Cages A Bumper Boats & M ORB!!
H W Y 101 at the B R O A D W A Y exit

Group and Birthday Party information
(8 0 5 ) 9 2 8 -4 9 4 2
2210 Preisker Lane • Santa Maria. Ca 9T454 • 928-4282
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College Book Company Presents

T
In front of El Corral Bookstore
June 10-14, 8:00 am-4:00 pm
On the lawn near Engr. West
June 10-14, 8:30 am-3:30 pm

COUPONS EVERY 10 MINUTES
Free slice of Backstage Pizza
with purchase of medium drink.
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WHEN YOU HAVE SLIDESTHINK OF US!
We have a full line of photographic slide
services available, with rapid turnaround times
and fair prices. Come see us at-

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley Rd. at Madonna Rd.

543-6491

[m L A M a
B E LF-S E P V IC E

aXORAGE

-S P A C E TO FIT Y O U R NEEDS
-O PEN 7 D A Y S, 7A M -7PM
LO CKS AND B O X E S A V A IL A B L E FOR PU R C H A SE
-M A N A G ER ON D U TY
-LIG H TED , FE N C E D AND PA V ED

CHFXK OUT OUR 3 MONTH
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
6 4 5 Tank Farm Road, San Luis Obispo, 5 4 1 -1 4 3 3

From page 9
was not notified of the Poultry
Unit experiment prior to its in 
ception.
Historically, the AWC has
only involved itself with research
using recognized lab animals and
n o t a g ric u ltu ra l production
anim als — a category the hens
would normally fall into. Bu t be
cause the len s research is
probably not established agricul
tural practice, it may fall under
the AWC’s jurisdiction anyway.
That’s the question that probably

will have to be decided alter the
first meeting, Lucas said.
Biological sciences professor
Bill Stansfield, the committee
chair, explained the situation.
“If they’re doing research — if
what they’re doing is not a recog
nized agricultural practice —
th at’s classified as research, and
they really should have gone
through the AWC for approval
before starting anything.”
The student who wrote the
letter said the reason for it was
to call attention to the Poultry

Unit and hopefully eliminate any
unnecessary animal suffering.
T eri
B a r n a to , an
ad
m in istra to r for the Animal
Protection Institute — a national
organization with more than
150,000 members — explained
the need for the meeting.
“The reason for the meeting is
to give them (agriculture offi
cials) an opportunity to have an
open discussion and to let them
know what our concerns are,”
she said. “Perhaps they’re really
not aware of what’s going on.”

ahead, they have got to pick up a
major portion of the (state’s)
$600,000.”
(]lerard said the majority of
the cost overruns were identified
as student responsibility because
the space portion of the building
identified as student activities,
such as concert seating, were
found to be substantially more
expensive than first estimated.
Roger Conway, ASI executive
president, said “The analysis,
and I quote the architect, says
‘Our approach has been very in 
tuitive,’ as opposed to scientific,
exact, precise, etc.”
Conway said that as of Ju ly 1,
1991, the students would have in
excess of $6.1 million available
for the project from the $31 per
quarter fee increase students
have been paying since 1987 to
finance the project.
He a lso sa id t h a t a p 
proximately $750,000 can be
taken out of the University
Union Repair and Replacement
Reserve and used for the project,
which would raise the student
funding available to $6.85 mil
lion.
“(That) still leaves us a gap,”
said Conway. “And the gap is
what makes it prudent for us to
get this line of credit for $1.3 mil
lion.”
That would raise the total stu
dent funding level to $8.15 mil
lion.
Conway said, however, that
the intent is never to use the line

of credit because the revenues
taken in next year will be suffi
cient to cover the costs.
“It is our plan never to use the
line of credit for anything other
than proof to the state that we
can cover our share,” said Con
way. “By the time we need the
money, it will be there.”
Conway said it will take two
years to construct the building.
If the ASI Board of Directors
do not pass the resolution to
enter into the letter of credit, the
project would die and the process
would have to start all over
again, said Gerard.
Gerard said the architect
could be required to redesign the
project, but that the size of the
building would have to be
reduced. He said that process
could take from between six to
10 months, while the costs con
tinued to rise from the additional
work required.
“So we could end up with a
smaller building, costing about
the same,” Gerard said.
He also said the plans for the
project could be scrapped entire
ly and the students could go with
a project on their own.
“It would take a year to get
through the design process, and
it would be a substantially
smaller building, which would
probably be t(x) small for the stu
dent needs,” said Gerard.
“It is really a m iserable
choice.
See REC CENTER, page 12

REC CENTER
From page 1
The recreation center was
designed to be jointly funded,
with the student portion totaling
40 percent and the state paying
60 percent.
Last Ju ly, the California State
University Chancellor’s Office
approved a state budget of $6.5
million for the project and es
timated the student cost to be
$5.3 million.
W ith the cost overru n s,
however, the state would now
need to pay $605,000 more, total
ing $6.95 million, and the stu
dents $1.5 million more, totaling
$6.89 million.
Gerard said that normally.
Cal Poly could go back to the
s t a t e co n tro l a g e n c ie s in
Sacramento to get a financial
augmentation for the project.
“We had expected to do that
on this project also, except there
is no more money available,” said
Gerard. “So in addition to the
students having to pick up their
share, if the project is to go

A O »A O n * A X Q »i:K »rO B «K A 0 •ZTA
PANHELLENIC PRESENTS:

FALL KU5H
SEPTEMBER 20-23rd 1991
For More Information Call:
Kristy Battaglia 549-9764 or stop by UU217
Make the M ost o f Your College Years...
G et Involved In Cal Poly's Greek System!

A O * A O n * A X a »L K »rO B »K A 0 *ZTA
If You W ill Graduate in the next 3 months or have graduated in the
last 3 months we may be able to help you into a N E W M A ZD A ,
ANY N E W M A Z D A . Even a Miata Convertible with N O CA SH
O U T O F Y O U R P O C K E T and N O PA Y M EN TS for 9 0 days.

Reminder to all
Cal Poly
Sonic Cable
subscribers:
Please return your cable
converter boxes to our
office before you leave for
the summer.
Bridge St.

CALL US OR C O M E BY!

Sonic Cable

Beebee St.

South St.

Our office is located at
270 Bridge St. 544-2618

Ma:da Miata
>«11« itli

Ma:da MX-6 tíT Sp,>rts Coupe

nptl.'M I'.nk.li;,- A)

V aLLE Y

We thank you for your patronage
over the past year and congratulate
all graduates.
*™ **^ 5B
~

’

2436 Broad Street

San Luis Obispo

5 4 4 '6 7 7 0

Cable Television
o f Smn Lul» O bl»po
Call 544-2618

Classified

Mustang Daily

Ceimpus
**’'SAM***

FRIDAY AT SAN
LUIS BAY INN, TICKETS ON
SALE IN BUS. BLDG. LOBBY 10-2

aw ards banquet

Greek News

Word Procossing

Mopeds À Cycled

Bental Housihg

BRAWDEE BEWDER

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE

S u z u k i Katana 600
$1950-fairly firm Greg 541-0135

***** Christian Science *****
**** Students ****••
AsherHouse has rooms available
for summer and fall quarters.
Very competitive rates.
Please call 544-1309 ASAP

YOUR I K SENIOR BUDDY LOVES U!

CONGRATS TO

A O n pinneesLISA VAN DYKE to AX A JEFF
MELISSA SCHLEGAL to AXA PAUL
and lavalierees, STACY G and
IN DAN, DIANA D and AI<D DAVE,
and SHERYL Y. to lA E ADAM!

A n n o u n c e m e n ts

CORRECTION

ASI Student Directory Page 38
SESLOC FEDERAL CRED|-TUNION
PHONE NUMBER SHOULD READ

543-1816

Gamma Phi would like to wish
everyone good luck with finals
and to have a great summer!!
PHI BETA SIGMA PRESENTS
STEPPING EXHIBITION
THURS. CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
9PM COST $3.00

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
NEW FORMAT MCAT TESTSI TEST IN
SEPTEMBER? PRACTICE, PRACTICE,
PRACTICEI HYPERLEARNING HAS
TWO FULL-LENGTH TESTS, WITH
GREAT EXPLANATIONS, $60.
NOTHING LIKE THIS ON THE
MARKETI CALL 800-843-4973
SCHOLARSHIPS up to $20,000/yr.
No GPA/income restrictions.
213-964-4166 Ext.45. Rec'd msg.

OKA #1 IFC
SOFTBALL
CHAMPIONS
The Sisters of I K hope every
one has a successful finals
week and a great summer!

Lost & Found

P e r s o n a le

FOUND; Medium Cal Poly Sweatshirt
found in Building 10 rm 222. Claim
@ Lost&Found in State Warehouse
LÖST
RUBBER CYLINDER WITH
SQUARE METAL PLATES ON ENDS
BLACK ABOUT 3in. LONG REWARD
CALL 545-9540.

BiWM-Conquer your fear NOW!
Find in you that spark of life
that perpetuates your every
breath. Reach for me-your hold
IS weak, look for me-you blind
yourself, listen for me-too much
talk. Find PASSION in New Times.

Wanteci
3 MORNING GRAD TICKETS WANTED

Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Mac W/ Laser
Printer. Laura- 549-8966

LEARN TO BE A TRAVEL AGENT
in 10 weeks. Hands-on cormjuter
SABRE training and more. Enroll
now for summer classes. Call
543-7301. Travel Schools West.

E m p lo y m e n t
DO YOU SPEAK JAPANESE? KOREAN?
CHINESE? TAGALOG?
Earn excellent summer income
working in U.S. office while
training for a management position
in Asia after graduation. Full or
part-time. Underclassmen, grads,
foreign students, and all majors
are OK. U.S. Corp. expanding into
Asia/Pacific markets. FAX resume
with phone number to:
(213) 383-5527
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59,230/YR.
Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext.R-10081
for current federal list
HELP WANTED
2 Positions Open
1 Sales 1 Delivery
Fuli Or Part Time
Apply In Person
HILLS OFFICE PRODUCTS
1127C horro St SLO

Fine High Sierra Family Camp
seeks live-in counselors (21-up)
to TEACH; Hiking & Nature Study,
Pre-School/Cnild Care, and
Adult Crafts. ALSO NEEDED:
Camp Program Director. 800-227-9966.

FEM EE LIKE DATE MATURE STUD/
PROFESSIONAL 542-9242 FOR INFO

GIGGLES

PLEASE HELP:

FOR SALE: 1988 RED YAMAHA RIVA
125 $700 OBO CALL DEBBY 545 8962

TlX WANTED
FOR MORNING
GRAD CEREMONY

MANY CHARACTERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

CLOWNS

CALL JANENE at
546-9855 or 756-1143

FOR KIDS PARTIES
BALLOON BOUQUETS

549-8528

WANTED
GRAD TlX FOR
4PM CEREMONY!

MATTHEW WAYNE NICHOLS
Thank-you for the best months
of my life.
You are the best thing that’s
aver happened to me..and you
are the BEST friend I could
ask for. Good luck on finals!
ALL my Love, Sherry

CALL 544-0572.

FUTON

IBM AT Clones,printers,power
supply,Oscilloscopes 542-0947
NEW O'NEIL SPRINGSUIT
$95 O.B.O CALL 541-5421

SUCH A DEAL!

2 TWIN BEDS- 1 W /BOX SPRING
1 W / WOOD FRAME AND DRAWERS$40ea./OBO.
KITCHEN TABLE AND CHAIRS $60/OBO.
CALL LESLIE OR KATHY 542-9677eves.
TWIN MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING
FOR SALE $40 OBO CALL 544-6168
WANTED; USED MACINTOSH
SE/30,LC,classic,etc. 545-8607

S e rv ia
STEVE’S FITNESS W AREHOUSE
OPENING SAT JUNF 8
All items in store on sale
Aerobic wear, weight belts, bags.
suppliments, crazy wear gear.
r. Gyrr
179 Granada Dr. #1 near 24iHHr.
Gym
OPEN 10 TO 5 SAT 12 TO 4 SUN

ALPHA PHI

wishes everyone at Cal Poly
the BEST of LUCK on finals and
a SAFE and WONDERFUL summer!!

AO n-G O O D LUCK

Q

For Sate

STUDENTS
GET YOUR DEPOSIT BACK. CLEAN
YOUR OWN CARPETS WITH THE RUG
DOCTOR-CALL 544-8795 FOR
PLACES TO RENT IN S.L.O. & OTHER
TOWNS IN THE AREA

C^U1N. 1 OOK'T WWT
^ T O BE SPANK.ED!

WINDSURFING STUFF
Board: Seatrend 9 ’1’ $300
Sails: Gaastra 3.3wave $250
Neil Pryde 4.0 $200
Sails are plmost brand new.
Call Carol 542-9536

Mopetki A CyolM

79 TOYOTA COROLLA LIFTBACK
RUNS GREAT AM/FM CASS $1300/OBO
528-8533 eves 549-5281 days

2 BEDROOM WITH GARAGE-HARDWOOD
FLOORS-449 NO. CHORRO-AVAIL 6-16
$650 STEVE 543-8370

85 LE BARON CONVERT MANY XTRAS
M CROSS 91K $5250 OBO 773-0549

3 YR OLD 3BR 3BA. KITCH WITH
.
RANGE, OVEN. DISHWASHER, WASHER
DRYER. LRG LR/DR WITH FIREPL
2 CAR GARAGE -i- EXTRA PARKING.
ROSS 544-1705

87 JEEP CHEROKEE 4WD 4DR 46KMI
$10900 OBO 773-0549 MESSAGE OK

ALFA ROMEO
MILANO

1987-PLATINUM MODEL-MOMO WHEELS
EXCLNT.COND. LOW MILEAGE
$10,500 OBO Call Pablo 545-8573
VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1984
EXCELLENT CONDITION MUST SEE
$6500 or offer 544-1898

2 Rmmts needed to share room
Furn.Condo $275 avail 7/1
IncI w/d,util Steph 543-8876
3 RMS IN LARGE CONDO
FULLY FURNISHED WASH/DRY/HBO
2RMS FOR $220 1 RM $240 544-4253
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED OWN Rmt
BATH/2 BED Rm Apt/POOl7BALCONY/
FIREPLACE. QUIET.NONsmoker, NO
PETS. $375/mo AVAIL 6-15 544-1294
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
LARGE CONDO STARTING FALL FOR
INFO CALL MICHELLE 542 0455
OWN ROOM,4BD HOUSE .LAGUNA AREA
M-clean,respons. w/d, Ig.kitch.
$200/mo avail 6/16 545-8607

ROOM 4 RENT

Own room in Pine Creek Condo
12 month lease $320/mo.
Available for next year.
2 rooms available.
Call Dan at 408-629-9916 or
evenings at 544-4382.

ROOMMATE

61 BROAD APARTMENTS
2 bedroom apartments near Cal
Poly Tennis court.heated pool,
weight room,laundry facilities
and study room.Ail utilities
paid.Free parking. Fall leases
starting at $700/mo. 544-7772.

CEDAR CREEK CONDO MOST DESIR
ABLE UNIT IN COMPLEX. 1 BLOCK
TO POLY, POOL. LAUNDRY.$695/MO
FOR SUMMER,$1150/MO FALL-SPRING.
CALL JEFF 541-3681 EVENINGS.
Cedar Creek Condo 65-H overlooking
POOL-AVAIL 6-16 3 PEOPLE @ $900
OR 4 @ $1040 SHAWN 542-0438

NEAR POLY.2BDRM CONDO-fDEN 850
10MON LEASE FROM 9/1.544-5385.
ALSO LARGE 2BDRM TOWNHOUSE IN
SLO, $595 OR 10 MONTHS $695.

PLEASE RENT ME
Own rm 4 summer Foothill area house
$315 TOTAL (-futil.) Lee 549-0564

SPRING ’92

GRADS OR COOP.WE HAVE TWO
OPENINGS FOR WOMEN WHO NEED
HOUSING THRU MARCH ’92.PRIVATE
BR IN 3BR APT. $375/MO INCLUDES
GAS & WATER. WOODSIDE APTS
200 N SANTA ROSA 544-7007

S U M M E R R E N fA LA V L JULY 1-AUG.30
CEDAR CREEK FURNISHED CONDO
2BD 2BA POOL 965-1775 $250 683-0824

FEM FOR SUMMER OWN ROOM IN QUIET
NEW TOWNHOUSE.RENT NEG 543-1665

Summer sublet-walk to Poly
Own Rm. $250.Share $150. All
util. pd. Trevor 756-4615
or Kevin 541-3773.

ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F
ROOM AVAIL IN CLEAN HOUSE
LOTS OF EXTRAS. OWN RM/SHARE
BATH 300.00 MONTH, UTILS PAID
CALL 541-4998

Summer Sublet

Roommates Needed

1 OR 2 FEMALES NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM IN A VERY NICE HOUSE WITH
GREAT ROOMMATES! ONLY $215
A MONTH. STARTING JUNE 15
OR IN SEPT. HOUSE IS LOCATED
OFF JOHNSON. PLEASE CALL
545-8092 FOR MORE INFO.

3 Bdrm House Close to Poly
Washer/Dryer $585/mo. or $195/rm.
Negotiable 541 -1125 or 543-4238
Summer Sublet Lr House
Own Rm $225 in Lgn ake Furn.
Call G re gI . « P5-9494

5

SUM MER SUBLET-2BDRM1XBTH CHEAP
WASH/DRY CLOSE TO POLY LEASEJUY/AUG$500/MO O.B.O 3 MAX OCC.
CALL JEN/NIKKI 756 3818/3960

SUMMER OWN ROOM $500 JUN 15 OR
$400 JUL 1 473 RAMONA 546-0827
SUMMER ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
NICE HOUSE CLOSE TO POLY
CALL SHERRI 544-9556 RENT NEG.

HONDA ELIFE 250-Frwy legal,
dependable- $800 542-0907
SAVE ENVIRONMENT & MONEY
1983 HONDA 50 SCOOTER
$350 546-9108 BONNIE

OWN ROOM-fBATH IN HOUSE $265MO
AVAIL 7/1,2 CAR GARAGE,MCRWVE,VCR
GARDNR MUST SEE-GINA 544 9088

. J V
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'fOU'RE GONNA ANSNEK TO '
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1 BEDROOM WITH 2 GARAGESHARDWOOD FLOORS-AVAIL 9-4 -$575
STEVE 543-8370

Autdtnoblles

SUMMER SUBLET
YOUR OWN ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE
IN LG LK AREA,$200/MONTH,WASH/
DRYER/CABLE/HBOA/CR.M/F CALL
KATHERINE 541-4350

yWAT \F \T GOES ON OOP
^ WE'LL BE B.U1NED.' _

11

1 CEDAR CREEK CONDO LEF I
FURNISHED NEW CARPETING 2BD
2BA POOL WALK TO CAMPUS 1 YR
LEASE FOR 4 STUDENTS BEGINNING
SEPT 1 $255/MO PER STUDENT 965-1775
DEP: IstfLAST-fSECURITY 683-0824

$100 obo-Call 546-9855

Mattress, mattress cover & frame
Like new. $125 Call Mike 545-7976.

SINGING
TELEGRAMS

on finals-see you in Sept!

NEED 1 TICKET!
AFTERNOON GRAD CEREMONY CALL
541-6648 WILL PAY!

4PM GRAD TlX NEEDED
CALL MATT 545-8777.

5-SPEED
CRUISER
FOR SALE!

R&R Word Processing (Rona), 5442591, RATES REDUCED! 15 yrs.exp.

SUMMER JOBS!

DOMINIC-I LL MISS YOU THIS
SUMMER LOVE H.N.

Bicycles

Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews!
773-1615

Congratulations!

$50.00 REWARD: WHT TREK 850 MTN
BIKE STOLEN ON 5/20. 756-2281

SENIOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
CALL GREG for a Quote 541-0135

Thursday, June 6,1991

m PARENTS \P I CAM'T
GET HN MiSTESS DEGREE!

Walk To Poly

5 BD/2 BA HOUSE AVAIL. 6-16-91
THRU 6-15-92. NEXT TO LUCKY’S
ALREADY POSSIBLE SUMMER SUBLET
$1700/MONTH $1500/DE POSIT
324 CERRO ROMAULDO
CALL DAVE 544-7589

"Ho'Md tor Said " ’
1 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
Best priced housing in town, 1
br 1 baTownhouses 1 block
from campus. Close to stores.
First times offered-stove.refer,
washer .dryer ind 5 left
$119900 Tell your parents
Farrell Smyth RE 543-2172

66
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MEETING
From page 1
Candace Nakamura and Hilary
Ragan, voiced their concern
about the phasing out of their
program.
Auslen said, “We feel that we
represent a major part of the
community. We represent the
third leading industry (tourism)
in the state of California.”
Agribusiness senior Sandy
Black presented 900 signatures
from students requesting the
reconsideration of phasing out
the sheep and swine units.

fund NCAA sports. Somebody is
going to have to lose with these
budget cuts, and it shouldn’t be
the educational side of the
school.”
The committee had very little
to say in response. Academic
Senate Chair Jam es Murphy
said the Senate decided a more
detailed analysis is required to
deteirnine the cost-effectiveness
of programs targeted for phasing
out or restructuring.
Committee members voiced
no dispute over the proposals
and recommended to present
them to Baker as is, provided
more budget inform ation is
given.

Electronic engineering senior
Phillip King said, “I’m concerned
that you would consider even
taking a dime out of academic
programs yet you continue to

K(X)b said he has arranged
m e etin g s for an acad em ic
program review discussion with
the targeted departments. Meet
ings are scheduled as follows:
recreation administration, today
at 2 p.m. in GA 106; animal
sciences and industry, today at 3
p.m. in Ag 111; ornamental hor
ticulture, today at 4 p.m. in
AgSci 211; and jo u rn alism ,
tomorrow at 11 a.m. in Sci E-26.
Richard Equinoa, director of
C oop erativ e E d u catio n and
Placement Services, requested a
meeting with Koob to discuss
their program. Kcxib said a meet
ing would be arranged.

REC CENTER
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C halet
320 KENTUCKY ST.
o lleg e

2 bedroom furnished townhouses
School year lease - Sept. 1 to June 30
$980 per month
4 Person occupancy
2 blocks to Cal Poly campus
Cable TV, water, trash provided
Pool, locking storage, laundry
CONTACT DAN AT 543-6819

From page 10
and we have a great deal of em
pathy for the students,” said
Gerard. He said the project
should continue, and he believes
the line of credit is the proper
way to go.
“The initial money we have to
put up today is going to be
spread over 40 years, the life of
the building,” Gerard said. “If
you look at it that way, it is a
relatively small amount to pay,
and the students that come here
in future years will be very ap
preciative of those students who
paid the bill.”

GREAT DENTAL PLAN
OMK$4.75 PER MONTH
Smile Saver Agency
1-800-343-9174

/iiistate

©

Insurance Company
"Call me and compare"

543-0933

pple d a y s c o u n t d o w

Mac Classics

$1199.00
‘ 1

LAST DAYS
TO BUY
BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE!

Both Nakamupa and Aaslen
felt the advisory committee
failed to consider how much
recreation administration con
tributes to Cal Poly and the
larger community of San Luis
Obispo as a whole.
“We are well known in this
area, and we serve as a positive
image builder for Cal Poly,”
Nakamura said. “Our students
are required to contribute at
least 800 hours of community
service before they are allowed to
apply for their internship, and
those hours are spent improving
the quality of life in the San Luis
area.”
Auslen agreed.
“Recreation Administration is
built on giving something back to
the community,” Auslen said.
“Hillhaven, Special Olympics,
the Wildflower Triathlon, the
Criterium bicycle race and the
Wellness Program are ju st a few
of the things we are involved in.
Other campus groups like frater
nities and sororities also do a
great deal of public service work,
but we do it solely as representa
tives of Cal Poly.”
Response from corporations
and alumni over the elimination
of recreation administration has
been overwhelming, Nakamura
said. Between 200 and 300 let
ters have flooded in from former
students and industry giants like
Apple Computer, she said, as
well as dozens of phone calls to
a d m in is tr a tio n co m p la in in g
about the decision.

$1849.00
12" Hi Res Color
$2049.00

“Wliat it all comes down to is
we ju st want the chance to keep
contributing,” Nakamura said.
“We want to continue the tradi
tion of excellence we’ve built as
one of the best recreation ad
ministration programs in the
state. We know our department
is relatively young, but we been
giving to this school and this
community from day one, and we
want to keep on giving.”
“If Cal Poly wants to stay
progressive, th ey need our
department to exist,” Auslen
added. “Recreation is a $100 bil
lion business and the third
largest industry in California. By
axing us, the administration
would only be looking short term.
Corporate America needs more
trained professionals in our field
every y ea r, and Cal Poly
produces some of the best in the
world, period.”

Call Subway for a GIANT PARTY SUB.
You tell us how long you want
your PARTY SUB*and we'll make it
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TO FEED A GRADUATION PARTY!
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“We’re asking that all recrea
tion a d m in istra tio n m ajors
please try and attend the meet
ing,” Nakamura said. “This is
our one and only chance to say
how we feel, so if Rec students
want their program to survive
they’ve got to make their voices
heard.
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Auslen said all recreation
majors will be given the chance
to speak to Koob today at 2 p.m.
in Graphic Arts building, room
106. The dean of the School of
Professional Studies and recrea
tion administration faculty mem
bers will also attend to voice
their concerns, he said.

ISF

Sales limited to students, staff
and faculty of Cal Poly.

$439.00

not backing down,” Auslen said.
“He has allowed us one chance to
speak to (Vice President for
Academic Affairs Rt)bert) Koob in
defense of our department, and
then the decision will stand with
no additional presentation of
facts.”

PARTY UNE.

Sale Ends
June 15th
HP DeskWriter
Printer

“Baker’s response to this sup
port has been to announce he is

Dick Jordison
1304 Santa Rosa Rd.
S.L.O.
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From page 1
directors for the Recreation Ad
ministration Majors (RAM) Club.
“Other departments turned in
entire binders worth of informa
tion on their programs, with
complete overviews and faculty
resumes, and they were ac
cepted. We feel like we’re being
penalized for obeying orders.”
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